A Call for Peace

This is a call for peace!
Why does the chaos have to happen?
War, hate, and disagreement have to cease,
People fought for our freedom with really strong passion.

This is a call for peace!
We are all the same in many ways,
Let love and joy in the world increase,
Do it now before the hope in our hearts goes astray.

This is a call for peace!
No matter our skin color,
Take the hate out of our hearts and love you will release,
Treat each other like sister and brother.

This is a call for peace!
All men are created equal,
The constitution does decree,
Segregation and discrimination—we don't want a sequel.

This is a call for peace!
Don't judge a person by religion or creed,
Show more love and acceptance, and hate will decrease,
Everyone has a choice; a decision indeed.

This is a call for peace!
America, pick up the phone, freedom is ringing,
Show some care, just a tiny piece,
Hear every voice proudly singing.

That this IS a call for peace!